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yanni said that the story of the song "sunrise" was born out of his mother's diagnosis and
subsequent death from cancer. "i know that i am a part of every life that comes through the door of

this church," he said. "i see them and i sing to them." at funerals, he said, he sees and hears the
deceased, and hears the lives of the family left behind. just because youre leaving doesn't mean you

cant have fun. funerals are more than the dead ones, they are about the living ones left behind.
there is a party going on and it doesn't stop. when the service is over, it's party time. music is so
important to me, said yanni, who has released over a dozen albums of new music. its part of the
psyche and part of the soul. music helps to ease the pain and carries you through. the acropolis

concert was a huge success, and a number of singles were released on the album. the acropolis was
recorded in the herodes atticus theatre, a magnificent, european-style music theatre in the herodes
atticus neighbourhood of athens. it was also the home of one of the most successful companies of
greek musical theatre. the acropolis is an incredible venue. yanni said: i didnt actually know that i
was going to make a video. there were shows on the horizon, there were a lot of tours and i was a

little busy. but i wanted to make sure that this record was the best it could be. this was the first time
that i had a budget that i had to work within. it was an amazing learning experience for me and i owe
a lot of thanks to the royal philharmonic who supported us as well. it was a great collaboration and a

true lesson in producing.
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not everyone is thrilled with the idea of attending a yanni concert, but the power of
his music should inspire anyone to at least be curious. which is why the 20-minute
yanni suite part 1 (where the sun never sets) should have a wide audience. when

yanni and his 15 piece orchestra get going on the title track, youll wonder how
anyone could object to these guys going to work every day. the other 16 tracks
here are all really nice and this wonderful cd can be enjoyed during any part of

yanni concerts. its a great soundtrack for any occasion, especially if you want to
create a party atmosphere. how many times have you watched a movie and found

yourself thinking, man, i wish that were my life? if you watched the 1988 abc
miniseries the thorn birds, you probably had the same reaction as me. i couldnt
believe how much yanni had in common with the story. yanni was at his best in

these 10 exciting minutes. thats the power of yanni. you just cant help but want to
dance and sing along with the wildly enthusiastic crowds that meet him all over the
world. with its 80-minute duration, a night in venice is truly a celebration of life. it

was also the first time i heard yanni play a composition by j.c. rodrigo. it was a bit of
a shock for me. yanni and rodrigo had some other things in common besides their
musical talents. yanni was colombian and rodrigo was born in venezuela. but the
two came together for a wonderful score. rodriguez wrote five of the songs and
yanni the other five. youll hear some delicious vocal harmonies in the opening

ballad ill fly away. the closing theme is a favourite of mine as well. as yanni states in
the liner notes, ill fly away, one of the best love songs ive ever heard, has been

recorded by dozens of artists. its a sweet duet with carly simon. 5ec8ef588b
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